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IN THE COURT  OF ADDL CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE  AT 
BONGAIGAON 

G.R CASE NO 916/13 

STATE   

VS  

SANJEEV CHAKRABARTY 

RANJIT SARKAR 

NIRMAL BARMAN 

MONORANJAN DEBNATH 

SUDHA RANI SARKAR 

                                      U/S 448/323/427/336/34 IPC. 

PRESENT : SRI DEBASHISH SAIKIA,AJS 

SAMEER KUMAR NATH………….ADVOCATE FOR THE  STATE 

DANIEL DAS…………………ADVOCATE FOR THE ACCUSED. 

DATE OF HEARING……………...19.12.14,22.1.15,19.2.15,31.3.15,8.4.15. 

DATE OF ARGUMENT……........20.4.15. 

DATE OF JUDGMENT……….. .. .8.5.15. 

                                                              

                                 JUDGMENT 

1)     Informant Pradeep Chanda lodged an ezaher before the O.C Bongaigaon P.S  

stating inter alia that on 3.12.13 at about 9 pm accused namely Baptu 

Chakrabarty, Dilip Sarma, Ranjit Sarkar, Nirmal Barman, Monoranjan 
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Debnath,Sudharani Sarkar and Bolai Das trespassed into their house and started 

to assault his daughter Kalpana Chanda and other family members and when he 

tried to resist the accused he too was assaulted. The accused persons according to 

him also caused mischief by causing damage to their windowpanes by pelting 

stones.   The informant also alleges that prior to this incident one Tapash Mandal 

on the assistance of the accused persons kidnapped his daughter Malabika Chanda 

on 8.5.13 and in this regard a  case was also lodged against the accused and since 

then the accused persons were harassing his daughters.      

2) O.C Bongaigaon P.S, on receipt of the ezaher registered a case vide 

Bongaigaon P.S case no  610/13 u/s 143/448/325/336/427IPC and started 

investigation of the case. On completion of investigation charge sheet was filed 

against the accused Sanjeeb Chakrabarty, Ranjit Sarkar, Nirmal Barman, 

Monoranjan Debnath, Sudharani Sarkar only u/s 143/448/323/336/427IPC. 

3) Cognisance of the case was taken and process was issued against the accused. 

On appearance of the accused copy of the case was furnished and particulars of 

offence u/s 448/323/336/427/34 IPC was explained to which the accused pleaded 

not guilty and claimed to be tried. Prosecution in order to prove its case examined 

as many as eight witnesses including the M/O and the I/O.   

4) The plea of the accused persons was that of total denial. Statement of the 

accused person’s u/s 313 CrPC was recorded in which the accused persons 

reiterated their innocence. The accused side also adduced evidence of two 

witnesses in support of their case. I have heard arguments forwarded by the 

learned counsel of both sides. 

5)The  points for determination are : Whether the accused persons in 

pursuance of their common intention trespassed into the house of the informant 

and voluntarily caused hurt to the informant, his wife Kana Chanda and two 

daughter’s namely Kalpana Chanda and Malabika Chanda on 3.12.13 at about 9 

pm ? 

6) Secondly whether the accused persons on the same day time and place caused 

mischief by causing damage to the window panes and other household articles of 

the informants house ? 
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7) Thirdly whether on the said day time & place the accused persons by throwing 

stones at the house of the informant endangered the safety of inmates of the 

informant’s house?     

DISCUSSION,DECISIONS AND REASONS THEREFOR: 

8) Learned counsel for the accused submitted that the prosecution case appears 

to be doubtful as there are many discrepancies in the evidence of the witnesses. It 

was also submitted that the presence of the independent witness viz Pw5 and 

PW6 was also doubtful. Ld counsel further submitted that the case was filed out of 

malice and for that reason the accused deserves acquittal.  

9) Per –contra the ld counsel for the state submitted   that prosecution has been 

able to prove the case to the hilt and the accused deserves to be punished.  

10) The evidence adduced by the prosecution witnesses along with their cross 

examination has been minutely perused. It though appears that  there is a little 

variation between the sequence of events as is stated in the ezaher with that of 

the statement made by the witnesses in their evidence, but that aspect was never 

challenged by the defence side to test the veracity of the prosecution case. On the 

other hand it appears that the prosecution witnesses have been able to withstand 

what they deposed in chief in course of the cross examination and furthermore,  

nothing material could be extracted from these witnesses to shake their credibility. 

The statement of informant Pw1 has received ample support from the statement 

of the other witnesses viz his two daughters PW2 and PW3 and also his wife PW4,  

and that nothing could be brought on record to doubt the statements made by the 

above witnesses.  

11) In his evidence the informant Pw1 narrating the incident deposed that the 

occurrence took place on 3.12.13. PW1 deposed that on that day at about 9 pm 

he along with his wife was on their way to home from a cemetery after having tea 

at a nearby tea stall. Pw1 deposed that while on their way home they met accused 

Sudharani who engaged with an altercation with them. Thereafter Sudharani’s son 

Monoranjan came and argued with them. At that time their relatives viz Baptu 

Chakrabarty referring to (Sanjeev Chakrabarty), Dilip Sarma(not an accused in the 

case), Ranjit Sarkar, Nirmal Barman,came and dragged him towards the road and 
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started to assault him. Pw1 deposed that when his two daughters and wife came 

to his rescue they too were assaulted. Pw1 also testified that when they somehow 

managed to get inside their house the accused person’s pelted stones at their 

house as a result of which damage was caused to their window panes and 

boundary walls. Later on getting information police came and took them for 

treatment and in this connection he lodged the ezhaer Ext1.  PW2 Kalpana 

Chanda, PW3 Malabika Chanda, and PW4 Kana Chanda the two daughters and 

wife respectively of the informant Pw1 deposed in tune with the informant Pw1 in 

all material aspects. PW2 in her evidence deposed that she was assaulted on her 

face by accused Baptu alias Sanjeev Chakrabarty and that the said accused also 

assaulted her sister Malabika on her hand. Similarly PW3 apart from deposing 

about the facts as stated by her father informant Pw1 and her sister PW2,deposed 

that accused Baptu caught hold of her hair and dragged her and thereafter 

assaulted her with a lathi on her hand. PW4 deposed that she was assaulted by 

Dilip Sarma.  

12) Similarly PW5 who is not a family member of the informant in his evidence 

testified  that at the time of incident he too was present along with the informant 

and his wife and that according to him they were on their way to the informants 

house when the incident of assault and stone pelting took place.   But surprisingly 

Pw1 and his wife Pw4 in their evidence has never mentioned that Pw5 too was 

with them hence the presence of Pw5 as is asserted by PW5 appears to be a little 

sketchy. Pw5 deposed that out of fear he ran away from the place, but this 

witness has not clarified himself nor has the prosecution elicited from this witness 

as to what was the reason for this witness to have come to the informant’s house 

at that time. In the above circumstances PW5 appears to be doubtful and as such 

his evidence is kept excluded from consideration.  

13) The evidence of Pw6 is also  not above board. In his evidence Pw6 claimed 

that at the tme of incident he was present at the house of his friend Sameer 

Thapa  and hearing the hue and cry he rushed to the place of occurrence and saw 

the accused persons assaulting the informant and his daughters and wife. In cross 

this witness claimed that from the place of occurrence it is about 10 minutes 

walking distance to his friends house Sameer Thapa and that he has reached the 

place of occurrence with Sameer Thapa on Sameer Thapa’s motor bike. The said 
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Sameer Thapa was however not examined in the instant case to support the 

version of Pw6. That apart it is very unlikely that this witness would have seen the 

actual assault upon the informant after coming to the place of occurrence on 

hearing the hue and cry, particularly when it is not the prosecution case that that 

the incident of assault upon the informant and his family members continued for a 

long time. The possibility of exaggeration on the part of this witness that he had 

seen the actual assault upon the informant and his family members by the 

accused cannot be ruled out and hence in the above circumstances the evidence 

of this witness which is not convincing enough is kept out of consideration.  

14) Be that what it may the informant(Pw1) has been amply supported by his two 

daughter and also his wife. Moreover the Pw7(M/O) who examined the informant 

on 3.12.13 and who testified in the court deposed that she  found multiple soft 

tissue swelling, bruises over scalp, back, chest and both thighs. Pw7 in her 

evidence also testified that on the same day while examining Kana Chanda(PW4) 

wife of Pradeep Chanda she found multiple soft tissue swelling, and bruise all over 

the body only corroborates the evidence of the informant and his family members. 

The two injury reports Ext2 and Ext3 issued by PW7 in this regard was proved in 

the case.  

15) On the other hand the witnesses examined by the defence side viz DW1 and 

DW2 reveals that both the witnesses in their evidence claimed that on 3.12.13 at 

about 7.30 pm  when they along with other people of the locality was on their way 

to their homes after lodging a written complaint against the informant family 

before the Superintendent of police, Kana Chanda,and her daughter Malabika 

rebuked Sudharani and Parbati Chakrabarty and tried to assault them with a 

bamboo stick. At that time people of the locality came and police was informed 

and police thereafter came and rescued them. DW1 further stated that Sudha Rani 

was even assaulted in the said incident. DW2 on the other hand deposing in tune 

with DW1 further stated that both Kana Chanda and her husband Pradeep Chanda 

attacked her. DW2 also stated that they went to the S.P office to lodge a 

complaint against the immoral activities that take place in the informant’s house.  

16) When put to cross DW2 stated that one Tapash Mazumdar indeed kidnapped 

informants daughter Malabika for which a case was lodged against him. DW2 also 
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admitted that people of the locality tried to put pressure upon the informant’s 

family to withdraw the said case lodged against Tapash. DW2 also admitted that 

when the informant’s family refused a local resident filed a case against the 

informant’s family and the people of the locality gave evidence in the said case. 

The above facts were also more or less admitted by DW1. So from the above, a  

grudge nurtured against the informant family by the people of the locality is 

apparent. Evidence of these two DW’s brings to the fore that the people of the 

locality alleges that immoral activities takes place in the informants house and for 

that they even have made complaint before the Superintendent of the police. The 

above allegation may or may not be true, but the evidence of the two DW’s that it 

was the informants family who attacked  Sudharani and Parbati Chakrabarty is 

hard to believe as because Sudharani and Parbati Chakrabarty  herself has never 

entered the witness box to depose about the above facts. Moreover  these two 

witnesses are also silent as regards the injury sustained by the informant and his 

family members in the above incident. So in the above circumstances it cannot be 

said with certainty that the above two DW’s have come up with the actual truth 

and has not suppressed anything before the court. Their evidence is not above 

board and as such their evidence cannot be accepted to negate the positive 

evidence adduced by the prosecution witnesses.  

17) So in the ultimate analysis of the evidence available on record, I am of the 

measured view that prosecution has been able to prove beyond doubt that 

accused Sanjeev Chakrabarty alias Baptu, Nirmal Barman and Ranjit Sarkar 

assaulted informant Pradep Chanda and when his daughter Malbika and Kalpana  

and also his wife Kana Chanda went to his rescue they too were assaulted. In fact 

it has also been proved that accused  Baptu assaulted Malavika and Kalpana  too. 

Further it has also been proved that these three accused also committed mischief 

by pelting stones at the house of the informant thereby endangering their safety 

and also in the process causing damage to the window panes. That the acts of the 

accused was in pursuance of their common intention is also apparent as all of 

them participated in the assaults and also in doing mischief against the informants 

property. The evidence on record is however not sufficient against accused 

Sudharani Sarkar and Monoranjan Debnath as none of the prosecution witnesses 

have attributed any act of assault upon these two accused. 
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18) So charge against the three accused namely Sanjeev Chakrabarty, Nirmal 

Barman and Ranjit Sarkar u/s 323/427/336 read with 34 IPC is proved and they 

are held guilty under the aforesaid sections.  Charge u/s 448 IPC however fails as 

because the positive evidence of the informant and other witnesses discloses that 

after they were assaulted they somehow managed to get inside the house and the 

accused persons thereafter pelted stones at their house meaning thereby that the 

incident of assault took place outside the house of the informant. 

19) I have considered extending the beneficial provisions of the Offenders Act 

against the accused but refrained from doing so considering the nature of offence.  

20) Accused are heard on the question of sentence. Accused persons pleads 

leniency. I have considered the above plea vis a vis the facts and circumstances of 

the case. No previous conviction has been proved against the accused. 

Considering the above I am of the view that a harsh sentence of imprisonment is 

not called for. 

                                        ORDER 

    Accused Sanjeev Chakrabarty @ Baptu, Nirmal Barman and Ranjit Sarkar are 

convicted u/s 323/427/336/34 IPC. For the offence u/s 323 IPC accused are 

sentenced to pay a fine of rupees one thousand each i/d to S.I for ten days. For 

offence u/s 427 IPC accused are sentenced to pay a fine of rupees one thousand 

each i/d to S.I for ten days. Similarly for offence u/s 336 IPC accused are further 

sentenced to pay a fine of rupees two hundred and fifty each i/d to S.I for one 

day. 

Accused are however acquitted of the charge u/s 448 IPC. 

Accused Sudharani Sarkar and Monoranjan Debnath are acquitted of all the 

charges and are set at liberty forthwith. 

Bail- Bond of accused shall remain in force for a period of six months from today. 

Given under my hand a seal of this court on the 8th day of May 2015 at 

Bongaigaon. 
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                                              ANNEXURE 

Prosecution witness: Pradeep Chanda……………………….as PW1. 

 Kalpana Chanda……………………….as PW2. 

 Malabika Chanda………………………as PW3. 

 Kana Chanda…………………………….as PW4. 

 Sameer Paul………………………………as Pw5. 

 Chittu Ghosh……………………………..as PW6. 

 Dr M. Kalita……………………………….as PW7. 

 A.S.I Lokeman Hussain …………….as PW8. 

 

Prosecution exhibits: Ezaher………………………………..as Ext1. 

 Injury reports ……………………..as Ext2 & Ext 3. 

 Charge sheet……………………….as Ext4. 

 

Defence witness:  Seema Dutta…………………………….as DW1. 

 Champa Sutradhar…………………..as DW2. 

 

Defence exhibits: Nil. 

Court witness     : Nil. 

Court exhibits     : Nil. 


